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Information About Our Use of Cookies
This website www.pmdsc.co.uk uses a cookie technology in order for the website to function. The
cookie cannot be switched off in our systems. You can set your browser to block or alert you about
these cookies, but some parts of the site will then not work. These cookies do not store any personally
identifiable information.
Cookie Name

DYNSRV

Cookie Type

Strictly necessary. Always Active. Session type.

Purpose

Enables you, the user, to move around the website and use its features. Without
this cookie, you may experience problems using the website. This cookie is
automatically generated the first time the website is accessed over the browser.

Expiry

This cookie automatically expires at the end of the session. Once you close all
browser windows this cookie should be removed.

Cookie Name

Cookieconsent status

Cookie Type

Strictly necessary. Always Active. Session type.

Purpose

The purpose of this cookie is to check if you have consented to the use of cookies
on this website. This removes the banner asking you to confirm for the duration
of that session.

Expiry

This cookie automatically expires at the end of the session. Once you close all
browser windows this cookie should be removed.

Please note that some browser configurations can change the expiry of a session and therefore may keep a cookie longer
as per your individual browser session settings. Web browser settings can alter the way that cookies are stored from the
way that they are listed above. For example, settings used in the browser designed to ‘restore the last session’ in the event
of a website crash can mean that the cookies are held differently. These settings rules are set up in the browser itself and
not by the website. In the event that you find cookies are being held for longer than stated or that you wish to remove them,
please reset the defaults on your browser or refer to the help / support services of the browser provider.
“Cookie” means a small file placed on your computer or device when you visit certain parts of the PMDSC website.
“Web Browser” (commonly referred to as a browser) is a software application for accessing information on the World Wide
Web.

PMDSC reserves the right to change this Cookie Policy from time to time and without notice.
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